
Date: November 6th, 2022

Colby SGA Informal Meeting Minutes

*all minutes are paraphrased*

7:00 - Meeting Begins
7:01 - Attendance (via Zoom participants list)
7:02 - SGA Stipend Motion

- Sophia: Introduce/walk through motion (see Google Drive).
- No questions or comments about the motion.
- Sophia: Motions to vote.
- Cat: Seconds.
- Yea: 17 No: 0 Abstain: 4
- Motion is passed. SGA will not prohibit those who hold another stipend position on

campus from applying to Executive Board or running for office.
7:08 - Campaign Period Motion

- Cat: Introduce/walk through motion (see Google Drive).
- Bibatshu (via chat): Is there a way to have the disqualification decision not rest solely on

the Parliamentarian? What about the whole SGA?
- Cat: Would feel comfortable with the Exec Board, but probably not the full SGA.
- Alexandra: The only role that the Judiciary Committee plays is this. Would only really

happen during the first-year election when the JC doesn’t exist.
- Sophia: The decision this year to disqualify was not made by Sophia only. She consulted

with Cat and Tiger as well as prior leadership.
- Cat: Motions to discuss further.
- Sophia: Seconds.
- Julia: Would you still be able to win an election? That would be unfair. The

Parliamentarian makes it very clear before the campaign timeline begins. If someone
chooses to break those rules, that should be on them.

- Cat: Yes, you could still win an election. This year we had two people campaigning
before the period opened, they didn’t take the posters down, and we were forced to
disqualify them. That broke our hearts a little bit. But this is where the case by case basis
comes in. It doesn’t feel inclusive to disqualify.

- Sarah: Second Julia’s concerns. There was a lot of noise about the disqualification. All
press is good press. Protects SGA to have hard and fast rules. While it is more inclusive,
it is better for us to not let anyone break rules.

- Eddy: Agrees with Julia but thought that the rule was stupid when he ran originally. What
is an extra minute or even a few hours going to do? Disqualification seems too harsh.



- Laney: This could lead to corruption depending on Parliamentarian and Exec Board
members. Maybe adding in a range of consequences.

- Lowell: Posts are different from other situations. Unfair if people win quick and easy
votes (giving away food on morning of election example). Doesn’t think that people are
plotting for evil, but thinks that revisions to the motion are necessary.

- Jackson: Feels that the people who have been disqualified in the past have been outside
of the campaign window by a large amount of time. How often does it happen that people
are only 1 minute over?

- Cat: Has never heard of a super close call getting disqualified in the past.
- Julia: Maybe a warning rule could be good. Parliamentarians have been very

understanding in the past though.
- Cat: The motion will need to be more specific in terms of scenarios.
- Silas: How much of an advantage does this rule really create in the first place?
- Christine: Having some time before everyone else does create some advantage

specifically for first-years. It kind of comes down to which name is heard first. There
should be more specification in the motion.

- Cat: Agrees that there needs to be more specificity.
- Sarah: It might create an advantage. It sort of acts as a litmus test of whether or not

people can follow the rules.
- Sophia: The whole reason that we have the campaign period is to allow for the

information session the night before. Without this time for the info session it creates a lot
of liability for SGA if they say that they have never heard the information.

- Maggie: We could lay out scenarios and penalties directly in the motion. Usually the
Parliamentarian and Judiciary Committee are equipped to handle it.

- Cat: Email Exec with concrete thoughts. Motion to table.
- Sophia: Seconds.
- Cat: We only wanted to get this in now before the elections. But will stick with current

rules for this election.
7:38 - Working Group Discussions (via breakout rooms)
7:51 - Reconvene as a full group

- Jackie: Reminder to juniors to get people to run for the election.
7:52 - Meeting Adjourned


